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IITRODUCTI<D 

The biological effects procluced bT an x-ra7 beam are dependent 

on the spectral distribution of the ra78. Untortunately a stra.ipt

forward determination ot this spectral distribution at a point 

within a biological mecliua is complicated by' scattering processes 

which significantly alter the spectral distributioa at the point 

from. tb.at of the pri:JaarT radiation. Prior to tb.e adTent of the 

-odilDl iodide scintillation counter, direct uuur•ents of the 

spectrum of the .radiation inside a scattering medium ware impossiBle 

although soae information was obtaiDed (1,2) using dual. ioaization 

chambers. 

The application of a scintillation spectr-..ter to the M&nre

meat of the spectral distribution of scattered X-rqs within a wter 

phantaa has, hoWTer, made it possible to obta11'1 more d.etail.ecl and 

more mensiTe information about the radiation. In particular, 

coupled w.t.th a prior inTestigation of the priaal7 spectral distri

bution (3) the inTestigation of the scattered. radiation here 

reported provides the total spectral distri'bation of the X-rqa at 

central axis points within a phantom, the manner in "Wbich the 

biological etfectiTeness of the ra7s as expressed. b7 linear •ergr 

transfer chaages with depth and field size, and the differ•ti&l 

absorption of the rqs in bone and soft tissue for 400 OP X-ra7s, 

HVL 3.8 aa of Cu. 
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THE APPARAflJS 

In Figures 1 and la is sllown the experimental apparatus used 

in measuring the spectral distributioas of the scattered X-ra7s. 

Essenti~ it consists of a cylindrical tank of sixteenth inch 

lucite1 radius 22.5 em, axial length 30 em., with ends of one-halt 

inch thick lucite, which can be rotated about its axis. A flat 

strip of si:x:l;,eeD.th iD.ch lucite is anchored along the axis of the 

tank to rigi~ position the closed end of a one-halt inch. iDDer 

diameter lucite pipe. The other end of tbis radially motm.ted pipe 

is left open and is brought out through a seal in the 07lilld.rieal 

wall of the tank. Provision for filling the c7linder with water is 

made by' means of hose connectors which are munted in the end. plates. 

The colli.mator, scintillation counter 1 and shielding are co

axial with the lucite pipe and they are suspended from the sue 

axle as the tank so that the whole asseu.b:cy- can. be rotated as a 

unit. The collillator consists of cylindrical pieces of tin with 

3/32 inch holes inserted in a brass container which may be 

2 

positioned within the lead sh:Utld by means ot six screws. The 

scintillation counter which fits into the lead shield directly be

hind the eoll.imator consists of a two inches long by- inch and three

quarters diameter sodilllll iodide crystal butted against a ph~teliDllti

plier tube. A cathode follower impedance matching circuit is attached 

to the base of the photomultiplier. The pulse, high voltage, and 

power cables are brought out of the shield via a ba.f'fle which 

prevents stray radiation lea.ld.ng in the back of the crystal. To 

facilitate the taking of background counts, provision is made tor 
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the insertion ot a one and three-qaarter inca thick, lead shatter 

between the collillator and the tank. In counting the scattered. 

radiation. the shutter is replaced 'Dy a lead 'baffle which prevents 

radiation f'rom leald.ng in around the collimator. The crystal and 

photom.ultiplier are wrapped with Scotch Electrical Tape to prevent 

stray light from. entering the counter. To facilitate the energy 

calibration of the counter 1 there is a plug in the lead shield 

which ma:y he removed to permit insertion of a rlal of radio-iodine. 

'fhe remaining components of the spectrometer are an Atomic 20413 

linear amplifier 1 an Atomic 510 single channel pulse height anal,y'ser, 

a Hareoni sealer, and a high voltage batterr pack. A schematic 

diagram of the wiring other than that obtained coDBDereiall.Jr is shOWD 

in Figure 2. 

In practice 1 :X-ra;ys from a 400 KV General Electric Maxi mar 

are directed verticallJr downward through apertures defined by hea'¥7 

lead rings of diameter such as to give field.s ot 501 1001 2001 and 

400 square centimeters at a focal skin distance of 62 centimeters. 

The interaction of this beam with water in the tank gives rise to 

scattered photons. So:m.e of these photons have d.ireeticm such that 

they pass through the end ot the lucite pipe and ot these, some have 

direction (Figure 3) such that they pass through the coll.imator to 

the crystal. 

The routine procedure tor ta.ldng data was as follows: 

The defining lead ring was selected to give the desired field size. 

The tank was filled with water to the desired depth and the F.s.D. 

adjusted to 62 eentillleters. The assembl7 was then set at the angle 0 

at which the speetrwa was to be obtained, the lead shutter inserted, 

4 



Figure 2 The photomultiplier and :Impedance Matching 
&.rcuit. 

Figure 3 Sketch showing the relationship of the collimator 
dimensions to the dimensions of the lucite pipe and 
how the photons admitted to the crystal are limited 
to those which pass through the end of the lucite 
pipe. 
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the X-ra.ys turned on, and a background cOUDt taken for each setting 

ot the baseline control OD. the pulse height an~er. With the x-rays 

ott, an energy- calibration of the base line scale was made 'b7 

inserting a small vial of radioactive iodine in the calibration hole 

in the shield and then finding those settings of the 'baseline control 

on the analyser which corresponded to the center of the 364KV and 

SOK:V photopeaks arising from the iodine. 'rb.e plug was then replaced 

in the shield, the shutter removed and replaced with the baffle, the 

x-rays turned on, 8lld the spectrwa of the radiation determiaed. 

Throughout the experiaent the channel width control of the anal.yzer 

was kept at two volts. Linearity- or the baseline control had been 

established previouslT (3)~ Additional energy calibrations were 

made as required. Spectra were obtained. for all tour areas at angles 

ot 15, 301 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, and 135 degrees and for depths of o, 
2, 4, 6, 10, and 15 centimeters ot water above the 1ueite pipe. 

Some typical spectra are shown in Figure 4. The data shown 

are as taken with the exception of the conversion troll baseline 

settings to K.E.V. 

6 
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DATA AID DATA PROC~SING 

I!!! Spectral Distribution ~ ~ Scattered Radiation 

'fbe spectra obtained 'Dy the routine outlined above can be 

iJlterpreted iJl terms of Figure ;. In Figure 5 the point P re-

presents a point on the central axis or the x-ra,. beam at the end 

of the lucite pipe. The solid angle dn is the angle wbieh P nb

tend.s at the surface of the cry-stal. Spectra of the type illustrat

ed in Figure 4 give the mllllber of ph~tons passing through P with 

paths included. in d.n. with any particular energy k. We shall refer 

to these spectra as -(k,9) vs .k,, • Because radial. s1J1Detey exists 

with respect to the axis of the primary- X-ray beam1 we JJIJ:y integrate 

~(k,9) over an azimu.thal angle simply by multiplying by" 2\'f'sin e; 

that is, we can obtain the spectral distribution of photons which 

pass through P and a band en the surface or a sphere such as is 

shown in part by the shaded area of Figure ;•. 

At this stage we have the spectral distribution of photons 

passing through P from a:ny angle 9. The distribution at P of 

scattered photons from all angles is obtained by integrating 

2V~(k,e) sin e over 9. This is done b.r taking the values of this 

function at each angle of measurement Q for a particular field, 

depth, and value of k and plotting these values against e. An 

example of such a plot. is shmm iD. Figure 6. The areas under 

these curves are then measured with. a planimeter to obtain 
1f 

2'1t' Jf6(k,e) sin 9 dQ. Repeating the integration for different 
0 

v~ues of k and then plotting the values of the integrals against k 

*The radial factor was omitted from the integration; the ordinates 
Of the S,Pectra Obtained are proportional to the actual n:mabers Of 
photonsjcm.2/KEV interval. 
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10

yields the spectral distribution of the scattered radiation at P. 

Examples of these spectra of scattered radiation are shown in 
1T 

Figures 7 and 8. In Table 1 are given the values of 2rrJ~(k,9) sine de, 
0 

the number of photons per square centimeter per KEV interval for the 

various values of k • 

.Ih!. Relative Amounts .,2! Forward~~ Scattered Radiation 

In the integration over the angle Q described in the previous 

section, the area may be measured in two parts, one :troll. zero to 

~ and the other from ~ to lr • These components of the area 

represent the forward scattered photons and the backward scattered 

photons respective~. A graph showing their relative magnitudes 

and the effect of depth of scattering material on the relative 

magnitudes is presented in Figure 9 for the 400 square centimeter 

field. 

!h! Total Radiation Spectrum 

To obtain the total radiation spectrum at a point within the 

phantom, the primar.y spectrum must be added to the scattered spectra 

determined above. To do this it was necessary to adjust all data 

to some arbitrar.y surface dose using the depth dose tables (4) as 

a basis for normalization. 

The first step in the process was to convert the scattered 

photon distributions to dose distributions. This was accomplished 
1\' 

by multip~ing the values of 2lrJiJJ(k,9) sine d9 in Table 1 by the 

number of roentgens per photon of energy k, a factor which was 

obtained from White's tables (5). These numbers were then plotted 
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against energy to give the scattered dose spectra. The areas under 

these curves were measured using a planimeter. 

The dose spectrum of the primary beam (3) was then plotted to 

an arbitrary seale. An area was chosen on the basis of this scale 

such ~hat if this area were used as a basis for normalization, all 

spectra could be conveniently plotted to the same scale. The area 

expressed in planimeter units was taken to represent lo4 roentgens. 

The ordinates of the primary spectrum were then multiplied by the 

ratio of the area under the arbitrarily plotted curve to the area 

chosen to represent lo4 roentgens. Replotting these modified 

ordinates gave a primary dose distribution enclosing an area 

representing lo4 roentgens. 

The dose due to scattered radiation at 0, 2, 4, 6, 10, and 

15 centimeter depths in the phantom for fields of 50, 100, 200, and 

400 square centimeters from radiation of HVL 4mm. Cu, FSD = 60cm was 

computed from the depth dose tables by multiplying lo4 roentgens by 

the backscatter factor for the field under consideration and by the 

percentage depth dose for the depth under consideration and then 
)(\0-ty 

subtracting the zero area depth dosevfrom the product. The areas 

under the scattered distributions were normalized to these computed 

areas. 

12

The dose at depths of 2, 4, 6, 10, and 15 centimeters due to 

primary photons of various energies was computed using I = Ige.,ual 

where I represents dose from photons of energy k, I 0 the contribution 

to the lo4r surface dose from photons of this energy,)U the total 

absorption coefficient for photons of this energy, and d the depth in 

the phantom. Integration over all energies was performed to obtain 

the total primar,r dose for each depth and area. 
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Figure 10 - The Relative Contributions of Primary and Scattered 
Radiation to the Total Dose Received at a Central 
Axis Point 10 em. Below the Surface of the Water when 
Irradiated with 400 KVP X-ra.ys, HVL 3.8 rnm Cu. 

The data used in plotting the total dose spectra are given in 

Table 11. A graph showing the relative contribution of primary and 

scattered radiation to the total dose is shown in Figure 10. The 

variation in the tot al dose spectrum with change in depth is shown 

in Figure 11. 



Table I The Relative Spectral Distribution of the Scattered Radiation at Central 
Axis Points in the Phantom 1; Photonsjcm.2/KEV Interval. The Values Given 
in the Table are Values of l~ ~(k , 8) sin9 de 

0 

\ Energy - KEV 

Depth ~~ 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 240 em 

0 400 8 56 144 312 442 303' 152 67 16 

2 50 23 112 158 144 73 32 10 

100 38 176 234 208 97 40 12 

200 54 226 288 262 124 46 14 

400 76 322 3Erl 31.3 138 52 16 

4 50 27 59 119 158 145 115 so 63 36 14 

100 41 95 177 220 203 156 106 74 47 19 

200 56 130 274 300 267 203 134 88 54 21 

400 82 191 320 366 326 244 153 98 61 25 

6 50 25 62 91 114 109 85 63 47 30 13 

100 42 87 150 182 163 123 91 63 42 16 

200 60 134 218 245 221 166 114 67 53 19 

400 86 187 288 313 280 211 141 95 64 22 

10 50 21 46 72 86 80 63 45 33 23 9 

100 39 80 119 131 115 89 65 45 31 12 

200 62 113 165 176 151 112 84 58 39 15 

400 80 162 233 239 293 148 107 71 48 20 

15 50 15 25 43 47 42 34 25 16 14 6 

100 24 54 69 71 61 51 37 26 19 8 

200 40 78 103 103 85 67 50 35 25 12 

400 58 108 143 1.39 113 91 66 45 30 13 

'(_ • Since no change in the shape of the backscatter spectrum with change in field 
was observed, the best set of data, which is presented here, was used for 
norm&li.zation. ) 
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Table II The Primary and Total Dose in Roentgens per KEV Interval at Central Axis 15 
Points in a Water Phantom Irradiated with 400 KVP X-rays, HVL 3.8 mm Cu. 

Depth Are7a ____________ llh_.·. _er_gy_-_KEV _____________ _ 

em CJrl. 40 6o eo 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 . 220 

o- 0 4.5 8.2 16.1 30.9 45.9 58.0 64.6 63.4 58.8 50.1 39.2 29.0 20.0 13.1 7.6 
_l 

50 7.3 13.1 Z"/.6 51.2 62.8 68.2 69.8 64.8 I 
100 8.1 14.8 31.6 58.1 69.2 72.1 71.8 65.3 I 
200 8.S 16.1 34.6 63.4 73.0 74.3 73.0 6;.7 I 

' I 

400 9.5 17.5 37.7 68.9 77.5 77.1 74.4 66.1 1 y y 
2 0 2 7 4 8 10 5 20 0 31 4 41 4 45 1 44 8 42 1 36 3 28 5 20 6 14 7 9 7 5 8 • • • o ' • • • • • • • • • • 

50 6.8 13.0 25.3 45.9 60.3 66.5 65.8 62.0 54.3 44.5 33.3 20.6 

100 8.4 16.0 30.8 53.3 67.3 71.0 68.8 64.5 55.3 45.0 33.4 21.0 

200 9.8 17.0 33.4 56.1 71.3 75.0 72.0 65.5 56.5 45.5 33-.5 21.5 

400 13.5 23.8 u.o 62.8 73.9 77.4 74.1 67.8 59.1 48.1 35.5 22.0 l 
4 0 1.5 3.0 6.8 13.4 21.4 27.6 31.4 31.8 30.1 26.2 20.7 15.1 10.9 7.2 4.3 

50 6.1 9.7 21.9 37.9 48.7 53.9 53.2 50.0 43.1 34.5 27 .o 18.0 

100 7.5 12.7 26.6 43.7 55.4 59.0 56.8 52.4 45.1 37.5 28.2 18.2 

200 8.7 14.7 33.7 49.8 (50.7 63.6 59.6 53.4 45.3 38.0 29.0 18.4 T 

6 0 0.8 1.9 4.5 9.0 14.7 19.1 22.2 22.6 21.7 19.0 15.1 11.1 8.0 5.3 3.2 
I 

50 5.5 9.8 17.5 .29.1 38.0 40.8 41.1 39.2 33.9 28.0 21.8 13.5 ' 

100 7.3 11.4 22.3 35.7 43.7 45.5 45.3 u,.3 36.0 30.0 21.9 1).7 

200 9.5 15.6 28.8 42.8 51.6 52.5 49.4 41.3 38.6 31.0 22.6 13.9 

400 12.9 20.2 35.2 50.0 59.2 59.5 54.0 47.7 41.2 32.5 23.3 14.1 

I I 

50 3.6 5.7 10.4 16.5 21.5 22.4 22.5 21.2 19.1 16.3 12.0 8.2 I I 
100 6.1 9.2 15.4 22.6 27.1 27.6 26.9 24.2 21.5 17.8 13.2 8.6 I 

I 

200 9.0 u.s 19.4 27.2 31.4 30.9 29.9 26.8 23.0 18.4 13.8 9.0 

400 10.8 17.6 25.9 34.1 37.4 36.3 34.0 29.9 25.7 19.6 14.6 9.2 

15 0 0.1 0.2 0.7 1.5 2.7 3.8 4.6 5.0 5.0 4.5 3.7 2.8 2.1 1.4 0.9 
I 

50 2.2 2.6 5.6 8.1 9.7 10.5 10.4 9.3 9.3 7.8 6.3 4.1 

. 100 3.7 6.0 8.7 11.7 13.4 14.5 13.7 12.7 11.3 9.4 7.2 4.6 
200 5.7 7.7 11.6 15.1 16.2 16.7 16.0 14.4 12.4 10.4 8.0 5.0 

400 7.9 10.7 15.8 19.2 20.7 20.9 19.4 16.8 14.0 11.5 8.6 5.4 r ~ 
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Figure 11 The bose Received at Central E\xis Foints in a ~ater 
P-hantom l rradiate& with 400 KVP X-rays, HVL ).8 mm Cu. 
(Data based on lO~r primary surface dose) 

DISCUSSIC!i OF TRFliDS IN THE RADIATICB S~TRA 

Perhaps the most significant feature of the spectra is the 

absence of arry marked change in shape for changes in area or in depth. 

This implies · that any change in biological effectiveness is slight as 

is shown in the section of the thesis which deals with applications. 

In Figure ll is show the total radiation at depths from twe to 

15 centimeters. The effect of increasing depth in this range appears to 

be a shift of the spectrum to lower energies. This trend is further 

confirmed by the calculation of HVL and differential absorption in the 

section on applications. The curve for 15 em in Figure ll does not show 

the trend to lower energies so much by the location of its maximlDll as 

by the attenuation of the high energy component. This trend to l~ower 

energies is the result of attenuation of t~~pri.ma.r7 but is moderated 

by the effeetive filtration of the primar,r. 
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With respect to area the spectra clearl.7 show the shift to lower 

energy with increasing field size. As is shown in Figure 10 this is 

attributable to the relatively large contributions or the scattered. rad

iation to the total dose with large fields as contrasted to small fields.

The scattered photon spectra, as shown in Figures 7 and 8, exhibit the 

same trend as the total spectra. Figure 9, showing the relative amount 

or forward to back scatter, shows the effect or filtration or the 

primary as revealed b7 the smaller percentage decrease in the forward 

scatter with increased depth than in baCk scatter. This indicates that 

there is a greater proportion or high energy photons in the pri.mary at 

15 em than at 2 cm. 

A Discussion ,2! Potential Sources .!:4 Error 

Exa.mina.tion or the experimental apparatus raises the following 

questions: To what extent is the volume of water giving rise te 

scattered photons changed by the lueite pipe? Is the lueite itself 

likely to alter the spectra obtained? Is there significant absorption 

of soft energy radiation in the air between tube and counter? 

A quick calculation of absorption of low energy photons in air 

rules out this as a source of error. Lucite is a more effective scatterer 

than water, but the difference is probably slight. Further, since what 

is really desired is the scatter within tissue or tissue equivalent 

material, the spectra obtained in the presence or lucite are probablY 

as good an approximation to the desired spectra as they would be without 

lueite. The effect on the spectrum of radiation at a point produced by

replacing some of the scattering material around the point by- a volume 

of air is negligible, for the following reasons: 



The photon contribution which water in the pipe vollDle would u.ke :to the 

spectrum. at a point at the end of the pipe as measured. li.WJt arise from 

photons which have edergone at least two scatterings. The probabilit7 

that tb.e second scattering w:Ul gin rise to a photon with path in the 

18 

solid angle nbtended br the colliaator is smaJ.J.. The nl-.e of tb.e tllbe is 

not large compared to the total volUBle wlrl.eh gives rise to scattered 

photons. 

The sharp fall off of low energr radiation (Figare 4) waa viewed 

with suspicion. Having ruled. out air absorption, the packing of the 

sodium iodide C17Stal was investigated. '1'lle outer coating ef o. 082 ea Al

and reneetive coating ot 0.238 ca of 1f&O could produce as ach as a 

10 per ceat decrease in radiation ot 30 K.V or less. Hollft'er, when. tke 

measurement was made with a sodium iodide cJ7Stal which aad oul7 a tllin

altmd.nilllll nrtace, no increase in the proportion of low eaerg photeaa 

was observed.. 

The linear energ response of this Cr"TSt&l to radiation iD tae 

energy range used has been ciiscussed elsewhere (3). Corrections for the 

Gaussian spread of pulses were Jl&d.e for the photon spectra shown in 

Figures 7 and 8. Howeyer, the correctiODs for :K escape photons (6) and 

Gaussian spread as revealed by'Jl'e]iminary calcULations (7) are Tel7 

small aad wuld be greatest at low energies where tile spectral 1Dtenait7 

is alread.y' low ad the statistical accuracy or the data lillited. 

Therefore, the data presented in Tables I and. II as well as the n.h

aequ•t calculations based on these data are not corrected. for these 

ettects. 



.lPPLICATIOVS OF THE SPmmAL DISTRIBU'f!Cli OF BADI.lTICil A.'t PODTS w.rrHIN 

A PHBTOK 

Calculation!! Ditferctial. .lbsorptiGD. 2::!!!!!.!..!:!!! ~Tis sue 
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Given the spectral distribution of the scattered radiation aD4 the 

absorptiOD coefficients for bone1 fat, and -.acle, the d:1.ffera.tial 

absorptioa of the radiation M7 he calcu.lated. The •erg delivered. bT 
k max 

the .I-rqa to a peint in the pD.ant• is expressed by ~I (k)•le{Pa/p )elk 

wnere H is the na.ber of pb.otons per square centim~er per IEf intenal 

with energy k tm.d.Pa/p is the real aass absorption ceet:tici•t of the 

aaterial for photons· of' energy k. The qllmltit7, B(k) )\is equal to 

the nwaber of roentgens tiaes the energy per ion pair in air divided 

by the real. mass absorption coe:tficict of air. 

B(k) • k • [D(k)' W] f(pafp )air 

and the di:t:terenti&l absorption between two -.terials br the rdio ef 

tw such integrals. Ia particular, tor the differential absorption of 

bone to soft tissue the expression ia 

lmax 
w f 1J!><k) • (}'afe>lDone J JQJa/p) air \ elk 

Kma.x 
w [ 1fP(k) • P•1:>>Jm8c1.~ I "'•~> air 1 elk 

To obtain and evaluate the ratio of these integrals, the ratios 

of the realuss absorption coet:ticimts, ~a/r)bone: ~) air, 

{)Ja/f)fat: V'alf)a.ir, (Pa/f) muscle: (Jia/f) air, were computed from. the 

data of Spiers (8) and graphed as a function of fiDrQ k. The integrals



k max 
~[D(k) ()Ja/P) bone/ ()JafP)]dk: were then evaluated b7 breakiag th• 

up iato integrals over maaJ.l iD.tervaJ..s. That is, the products, (mid

in terva.l. dese x mid-interval absorption coetficieJlt ratio x width of 

energy interval), were swaed to give tae total absorption. 

The differential absorption for variou.s areas and depths as 

given by" the quotients of these integrals is tabulated in Table lli. 

Of the changes in differential absorption revealed by" the data of 

Table ni, little aipificance is attached to the cha.Dges relating to 

tat and muscle. The changes in the differential absorption in bene 

however reveal increasing absorption in bone as tae field size is 

increased. This is the result of the increase in scattered radiation 

with increased. area and the consequent decrease in HVL. Since the 

photoelectric cross-section for calcium in the bane rises aore rapidlr 

with decreasing energ than that tor water and tae lover atomic number 

consltuents of soft tissue, the differential absorptioD. in bone rises. 

The data also shows that the chaage witll area is m.ore proDOuaced between 

zero and 50 square centiaeters than betwea 50 and 400 square centi

•ters. The effect of filtration of the pri.Jaary 'b7 increasing depths 

of water is very erld.ent. The low value of differential absorptia 

in bone for the pri.aa'r7 at 15 centiaeters as compared with the Talu.e 

for the 400 square centimeter field at that depth reveals a far aere 

abrupt change with area than the corresponding data at the surface. 
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Table III Differential. Absorption iB ione with ~efercce 
to luscle 

Area - er/-
D~th () 50 100 2()()i 400 

0 1.27 1.36 1.39 1.U 1.43 

2 1.24 1.36 1.42 1.44 1.50 

4 1.22 1.38 1.4.3 1.46 1.56 

'~ 1.21. 1 • .37 1.47 1.52 1.58 

10 1.18 1.43 1.53 1.60 1.68 

15 1.14 1.44 1.57 1.61 1.74 

Table IIIa Di:tter•ti&l Absorption in Fat tdtll fteter•ce 
to lu.scle 

Jrea- c.2 

Dg&tll 0 50 100 200 400 
----

0 0.99 0.98 0.99 0•98 0.98 

2 1.03 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.98 

4 1.02 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.96 

6 1.00 0.9. 0.97 0.96 0.96 

10 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.95 

15 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.94 



Calculatio of Balt Value La;rer 1.!!£!!!! llacl1ation .5, Central Axis 

Points WitlU.n 1!! Phantom 

Knowing the dose spectra and tke wavelength dependence of the 

total absorption coefficient of copper, it is possible te express tae 

quality of the radiation within the phantom in terms ef BVL lad a 

•etfective W.Veleagi;h11 • Tile procedure follows troa the d.efinition 

of HVL, 

o.s • 
k -.x 

1
0 

D(k) e. -pd dk 

k max 
{ D(k) elk 

in wkieh d is the halt value l&;yer in eentiae\ers et copper, D(k) 

the dose in roentgens per lEV intenal, and jJ the linear absorption 

coefficient for copper expressed in reciprocal centiaeters. 

Rather thaa att-.pt a direct solution of this eq11atioa for d, 

the ratio of th.e ·two integrals was worked. out for t .. ial vales of d.. 

On the basis of prel.iJI:t.nary calculations (9) it vas decided. that once 

two trial values of :~:k: 7iel.ded ratios strad.d.ling o. 5 had been obtained, 

then the actual HVL could be obtained. without appreciable error, br 

sillpl;y plotting the two ratios versus d on a semi-log scale and 

interpolating for the Tallle of cl corresponding to a ratio of o.s. 
'l'he values of HVL so obtained are given in 'fable IJi 

The actual process of evaluation of the ratio was one of C\lmU

lati ve aultipteation of products of the fora D(k) e-.Yd ~k where Ak 

is one of the •erg iDtervals into wDich the range of energies, sere 

to kaax1 is divided.. 

For eaeh value of HVL aa etfeetiTe wavelengtla was coaputecl, this 

wavelengl;la being the wavelength of JaODocbrematie rad.iation ka'ring tlle 

same HVL of eepper. These are given in Table IVa. Superficial 
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DEPTH IN CENTIMETERS 

Figure 12 The Variation of Effective Wavelength with depth 
of scatterer 
1. Clarkson Bnd Mayneord, 19.39, Primary HVL 4.4 mm Cu. 
2. Clarkson and Mayneord, 19.39, Primary' HVL 4.85 mm Cu • 
.3. Cormack and Griffith, 1956, Primary HVL .3.8 Dml Cu. 

comparison of these data with the data of Clarkson and Mayneord C1·) 

and Greening and Wilson (A) reveals a coDlJIIOn increase in a'feetive 

wavelength with depth of scatterer. The data of Clarkson and 

Mayneord (Figure 12) show~ a more rapid change in wavelength fer 

small depths than was measured with the spectrometer. 'Ibis is sur-

prising in view of the heavy filtration of the primar,y employed by 

Clarkson and Mayneord. Comparison with the data of Greening and Wilson 

is difficult because of the very different primary HVL used. However, 

the initial hardening of the scattered component which the,y observed is 

also apparent in the data obtained. by spectrometer. For the 50 c~ 

field the surface scattered radiation the spectrometer gives an effective 

wavelength of 0.12 Angstroms while for two centimeters depth the value 

is 0.10 Angstroms. For a field of approximately the same size, Greening 



Table IV The HVL of tb.e radiation produced. by the inter
action of 400 KVP, HVL 3.8 mm Cu., X-rqs with 
a water phan.t• as expressed in am of Ctt. 

Dept a Field Area (ca2) 

(ca) 
0 50 100 200 400 

0 3.81. 3.46 .3 • .36 .3.27 .3.22 

2 3.89 3.38 3.24 3.20 3.05 

4 3.96 3.35 3.22 3.10 2.96 

6 4.04 3.29 3.]J 2.95 2.82 

10 4.16 3.2!/ 3.00 2.82 2.66 

15 4.31 3.21 2.9() 2.72 2.58 

Ta'ble IVa The effective Waveleqth of the radiatioa 
produced by the interacti• of 400 DP 1 

Depth 
(em) 

0 

2 

4. 

6 

10 

15 

HVL .3.8 aa Cu., X-rays with a water phantom 
as expressed in A. 

Field Area (ca2) 

0 50 100 200 Jt@O 

0.075 0.081 0.082 0.084 o.os; 

0.074 0.082 0.084 o.oa; 0.088 

o.cnJ o.os.; 0.085 0.087 0.090 

0.072 0.084 0.086 0.090 o.o,, 

0.070 0.084 0.088 0.093 0.097 

0.068 o.os; 0.091 0.095 0.099 
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and. Wilson fc:nmd a decrease of about 0.07 .&n«stro• in the effective 

wavelength of the scattered radiation. 

Calculation !! LiDear l!heru Trasterl 

A further u.se JIWie of the total close spectra was their applicatie 

to the computation of an average linear -.erg transfer, L.E.T., wlrl.ca 

serves as a measure of the biological efficieacy of the radiation. 

Using tke data presented in 'fable II calculations were aad.e to detendne 

whether the etficienq of the racliation is appreciabJ.7 altered 'b7 the 

scattering processes that occur in the water paantoa. These calculations, 

the results of which are presented in Table V, revealed onlT a slipt 

change in mean L.E. T. over the range ot field areas u.d. depths ued. iD 

this experimct. 

The proceciure 11sed tor calculation of the L.E. T 1 s recer\ied iD 

Table V has been reported. elsewaere (•). In outline, it consists of 

expresai.Dg the ordinates of the total dose spectra in paotes per square 

centiaeter per IEV interval, cal.culation of the initial distribu.tiOD 

of electron energies, and the initial electron nux distributions 

produced. by the rad.iatian spectra (Jl). Tlten using values of L ( 9), 

the mean L.E. T. m.a7 be calculated from the formula 

E aax 
-r: ~B(E) . L(E) ~~ 

E max 
~ li(E)·AE 

whereAE is cme of tbe anerg intervals comprisillg the total range of 

electron energy, B (E) the value of electron nux at tile lliAdle of the 

interval, and L(E) the mid-interva1 value of linear •eru transfer tor 

electrons of energy E. 

1 
See appendix A for a brief discussion of the meatdng of Linear lnerg 
'fraasfer. 



Table V Mean Value of Linear Faerg Transfer for 
ltadiation at Points Witldn a· Water PUn tom 
hpressed in lEV per ld.eron. 

Depth ____ Ar_ea __ <J_> ______ _ 
{ca) 0 50 100 200 

0 o.ss 0.93 0.9; 0.97 

2 o.S6 0.9; o.96 

4 0.86 0.93 0.96 

6 o.s; 0.9; 0.98 1.02 

10 o.a, 0.96 1.00 1.0; 

15 0.82 0.95 0.98 1.01 1.0; 



SUMMARY 

The measurements of tae spectral clistribution of radiation 

generated b)r the interaction of 400 IVP X-ra;y with water show 

that the distribution is an insensitive f'lmction of field sise and 

depth of seatterer. The ••• is true of the total radiaticm, 

Pri:ala.r.r plus scatter, at points on the central axis of the pb.anto-. 

The measureacts show that the radiation becomes less isotropic 

with depth, forward scatter predominating at greater depths. 

That a slight shi.tt to lower energies with increasing area and 

depth does occur is shown by the decreased half' value l&)"er of 

the radiation at depth 15 em., area 400 cm2 as com.pa.red with the 

pri:laary' radiation. This shift produces a:a increasing differential 

absorption in bone with increasing depth and area of field.. The 

biological effectiveness of the radiation expressed in L.E.T. is 

almost independmt of field and depth. 

... , 
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APPENDIX f!: The Meaning or Linear Energy Transfer 

Bib~ogical effects of X-rays are produced by the dissipa-

tion of photon energy in biological materials by a transfer of 

the photon energy to electrons via photoelectric effect, Compton 

effect, and, for energies greater than those used in this exper-

iment, pair production. TQ express in detail the way in which 

the energy is eventually degraded from the initial kinetic en-

ergy of the electrons requires several questionable assumptions 

about ionizations and excitations in tissue. The concept of 

linear energy transfer explained below avoids these assumptions 

by dealing only with the energy lost by the electrons, not with 

the reactions in which it is lost. 

If we consider the passage of an electron-through a cloud 

chamber, we see a track composed of condensations about ions 

produced by the electron. The ion density varies over the length 

of the track, but for suitably short segments of track a value 

of energy transfer per unit length can be defined. If we are 

interested in the ener£:Y absorbed in a region about the track, 

this value must include infor,~ation about .econdary electrons or 

~-rays. That is, the total energy which the electron loses to 

the region would be obtained by determining the number of"'~pni-

zations along the main track and also along secondary spurs 

and segment of spurs which lie within the region of interest. 



Assuming similar events to occur in tissue as in air, 

although within a much more restricted space, we define an 

L.E.T. for radiation to describe the loss of energy b7 elec-

trona set in motion by that radiation. As in gas, the rate of 

exchange of energy between the electrons and the medium they 

traverse depends upon the energy of the electrons or the seg-

m.ent of track considered. That is, the stopping power of the 

material for electrons is a function of electron energy. 

Were we to negiect the contribution of secondar,y electrons or 

-rays 1 our value of L.E. T. would be the collisional stopping 

power of the material for electrons. However, in order for 

our L.E. T. values to apply to calculations of energy locally 

absorbed, the energy carried away by the -rays mst be con-

sidered. This is done by modifTfng the collisional stopping 

power which normally gives the total cross-section for col-

lisional processes in which an electron loses up to hal! its 

kinetic energy. Instead we find the total cross-section for 

collisional processes in which the electron loses energy up 

to E' < E/2. E' determines the maximum range of secondary 

electrons giving up energy in the volume of interest and this 

range will define what is meant b7 'locally absorbed'. Col-

lisions in which electrons lose energies greater than E ' will 

result in -rays which do not give up their energy locally. 

The L.E. T. values in Table V were determined using an E' : 

0.5 KEV. 
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